Abstract
Introduction
The process of manufacturing of both tools and machines evolved from creation of devices that were supposed to make human's life easier up to those that thanks to fully automatic performance started replacing human activity in a more and more prominent way. Nowadays the role of machine operator has been shifted from direct supervision over the whole process to maintenance of the system responsible for introducing the boundary conditions directly connected to surroundings as well as the character of the task itself. The autonomy of contemporary machines and appliances requires implementation of mechanisms allowing not only to acquire information concerning current localization of the machine [18, 19] , but also additional data specifying the type of environment it is functioning in.
The scope of activity of the self-moving machines, apart from being focused on highly specialized tasks, is strictly connected to environment in which human vision developed. Therefore, equipping such devices with stereoscopic vision inspired by optical system of perspective evaluation among all organisms, especially on Human Binocular Vision possibility, seems to be a natural phenomenon [18, 20] . Enabling the machines to analyze the reality by means of information derived from visual stimuli brought to achieving a higher level of interaction between the device and its operator with both of them working on the same plane [11, 22] .
The computing power of modern computers and digital processing systems [5, 9] has increased dramatically in comparison to that of machines from the 90s of the last century. Although an effective real-time navigation (based on variety kind of image processing technique) has not been fully applied [14] , nonetheless contemporary computers enable to implement algorithms that proved useful in deriving information about the surrounding world [2, 8, 15] .
The article was focused on the stereo pictures matching problem through optimization exist disparity computation methods with algorithms optimization by completion with implement correlation matching algorithms. Moreover the test of different similarity methods useful in disparity estimation procedure [6, 12, 14, 21] was done. The article includes also evaluation of the algorithms usefulness in disparity calculation or disparity map [10, 23] produce.
Disparity in three-dimensional scene reconstruction
Image representation of three-dimensional scene is only, disregarding the method and equipment applied, created as a result of projection of three-dimensional space on a limited surface (determined by measurements of the light-sensitive converter, the so-called sensor matrix). Parameters of the geometric conversion in question depend first and foremost on intrinsic parameters of optical system in the image capture device. The final image is determined by two parameters: scale and perspective. Projection of the same object placed in a proper distance from the image-recording device is also connected to the value of focal length. The key lies in obtaining data related to transformation parameters of the optical system through its calibration. Calibration procedure depends on taking photographs with object with strictly defined geometry [3, 18, 19] . After certain computations is possible to obtain a piece of information concerning the real value of focal length of the optical system as well as generated deformations (tangential and radial distortions). Thanks to data collected in conditions of real representation, it is also possible to determine a distance between the image plane connected to the recording device and the object plane referring to the represented thing.
A specific case including calibration is the analysis of the images recorded on two cameras simultaneously whose optical axes were shifted towards each other by some strictly specified value. In this case additional calibration parameter is a distance between optical axes of the recording devices [13, 14] . It enables to estimate the so-called disparity effect [2, 9, 10, 23] , which means the level of position incompatibility between corresponding points in the right and the left image being a part of stereo image [7] .
Scene reconstruction from stereo image
In order to gain a unique representation of a single point in three-dimensional space, information of projection of that single point in more than just one image is required. In a stereo optic system, the crucial task consists in images rectification process (Fig. 1) . To obtain useful and high reliable disparity map each acquired snapshot of the stereo pair must be correlated through so-called epipolar line, additionally must be known location of all corresponding points between each photos. Furthermore, if the left and right stereo pictures are aligned to be a coplanar, the disparity search problem is simplified, because the stereo matching is limited only to the horizontal line search.
The coordinates of a point W on showed on the Fig. 1 
Disparity estimation algorithm
This chapter includes presentation an algorithms determining the disparity map on the base of correlation coefficient and comparison of particular regions on rectified image pairs. In the assumed system of a left and right image projection, tables A and B might be distinguished where A is a reference image while B is used to look for points or regions that would correspond to points or regions in the image A, still bearing in mind the shift of optical axis of the recording device. In the process of disparity map creation, digital photograph is changed into a table of numbers consisting of columns and lines directly corresponding to the width and the height of the photograph dimensions in pixels. Additionally each pixel has its own address to which a vector of colour intensity in the set of I (m,n) = (R,G,B) is ascribed. The vector is expressed in the value of threshold of red, green and blue from I (m,n) = (0-255, 0-255, 0-255) value. Therefore, if there is a particular point in the image A, described with the coordinates (m,n) what we are looking for is a corresponding point out of the set of points included in matrix B, ascribed to it the address I (m,n) = (0,0). In the a.m. transformation, the set of coordinates may be expressed through correlated pair of indexes (x, y) for the point in the reference image A and ( ) for the correlated point in the image B.
Digital image correlation for disparity estimation
Digital image correlation methods might be understood as "finding an equivalent" or matching (Digital Image Matching) particular regions of images. In fact, it involves finding strictly determined equivalent in other digital image. DIM methods most often embrace four basic stages: a) Defining the matching elements (point, line or region), Algorithms determining the correlation coefficient through comparing regions that contain a dozen or even a couple of dozens of points have to embrace the necessity to establish the measurements of region comparisons were made to. In the describing procedure the mini matrix dimensions was determining to the searching area were expressed by the constant U factor with the x-index for the width of the region and V for its height. Chosen similarity measure useful in disparity estimation algorithms are presented below [17] : -Locally scaled Sum of Absolute Differences (LSAD), -Locally scaled Sum of Squared Differences (LSSD), -Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC), -Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), -Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), -Zero mean Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC), -Zero mean Sum of Absolute Differences (ZSAD), -Zero mean Sum of Squared Differences (ZSSD).
Obtaining a reliable disparity map [2, 5, 9, 23] reflecting the distance between the image and object planes has a substantial meaning especially in applications created for the needs of autonomic systems enabling creation of digital map of the work space for dedicated transport devices. Stereo vision is not the only method providing this kind of information, but due to application of more and more efficient computational units, it's possible to apply algorithms serving possibility of the disparity estimation. On the Fig. 2 . was present an algorithm to three-dimensional scene reconstruction on the disparity base. However, digital presentation of obstacles was additionally enriched by produce an anaglyph [4] image (Fig. 5) . These images contain two differently filtered coloured images, cyan and red combined together. With the special anaglyph glasses, an overhead travelling crane operator can see threedimensional view of obstacles spaced in workspace.
Fig. 2. An algorithm of the three-dimensional scene reconstruction on the disparity base
In order to evaluate the usefulness of algorithms in disparity estimation, the crucial is proper selection of the stereo matching algorithm (includes similarity measure, correlation window size) and disparity search range. The key to evaluate the usefulness of such algorithm lies in reliable reflection of demand on computing power and the calculation time presented in the form of disparity search function. An example disparity calculation time from the stereo picture of the basic dimension 322x244 (after rectification) was present on the Fig. 3 . The described stereo system (Fig. 8) is based on the single camera localized under the crane trolley that allows obtaining the sequences of quasi-stereo snapshots of crane workspace during the crane or trolley movement. The baseline shift between cameras was known through data collected from group encoder recorded bridge and trolley movement. 
Conclusion
This paper show a challenge of disparity estimation being a key element in reconstruction of 3D scene with the help of stereo vision especially to poses an information to obtain reliable map of material handling devices workspace.
The problem of safe and efficient crane operations is solved in the paper through unconventional stereovision system based on the single camera installed under the trolley of a crane that allows acquiring the stereo pairs of snapshots of crane workspace during the crane\trolley motion. This type of the hardware architecture in the future can be improved. The possibility of use one camera make possible exclude necessity of stereo pair rectification before disparity calculation, this step will be very useful because enable to apply the parallel programming in disparity calculation.
At present time a great challenge are research a new methods (especially algorithms) that enable to obtain an reliable dense disparity map with simultaneously relatively low demand on computing power (shorter calculation time). In this domain, authors rest their hopes in a new computing method called multi-GPU, which seems to offer full-quality stereo vision image together with possibility to analyze it in the real-time mode. This technique offers all calculations being made not by CPU (Central Processor Unit), but by stream processors of the graphic card. CUDA technology (Compute Unified Device Architecture) using the stream processors built in the graphic systems for the needs of general numerical problems (including disparity estimation) constitutes an interesting alternative for the traditional computing based on commonly used sequence processors.
